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CU SERVICE NETWORK EXPANDS BOARD TO INCLUDE NATIONAL PRESENCE
Lakewood, CO (November 6, 2017) – CU Service Network is excited to announce they’ve expanded their
Board from 8 seats to 11 to accommodate the growing presence across the country. Three additional
Board Members have been appointed to their team.
Mike Merryman, CEO of D.C.-based Interior FCU, has been appointed to the board;
his membership is especially important due CUSN’s recent growth along the East
Coast. Merryman is an outsourced compliance client of CUSN, and reflects the
company’s monumental shift from shared branching-focused to Back Office
outsourcing-focused. He has been involved in the credit union movement for nearly
three decades and will bring a strong voice to the table.
Randy Mims, CEO of Golden, CO-based CU of the Rockies has been appointed to the
board as well. Along with Merryman, he also represents a voice of CU Service
Network’s Back Office product line; his credit union is an outsourced accounting
client. Mims has been involved in credit unions nearly his whole life and brings a
wealth of knowledge to the team.
Scott Ferndelli, CEO of Denver-based Arapahoe CU, has also been appointed to the
board. Scott’s background is in finance, having served as credit union CFO for many
years. He has over two decades of credit union experience.
Mike Williams, Chairman of the CU Service Network Board and CEO of Colorado CU
writes, “As CU Service Network continues to expand their business into new regions,
it made sense that the board reflect this growth. I am excited to work with our new
board members and the diversity they bring to the group.”
For more information on CU Service Network, visit cusn.com or contact CU Service Network at
info@cusn.com / (720) 945-7250.
About CU Service Network
CU Service Network, LLC, established in 1992, is a CUSO owned by 47 credit unions, and serves 172
participating clients. We provide a variety of progressive solutions that drive credit union success, from
outsourced back office services, like Accounting and Compliance, to delivery channel products, like
shared branching and ATMs. We are leaders in credit union innovation, cooperation and research.
Additional information is available at www.cusn.com.

